In this paper we make a modest new contribution to the study of dynamical properties of polygonal billiards using categorial approach.
In very general terms, the approach is based on Baire category theorem and on an approximation principle which says that if a Baire space B has a dense set of elements satisfying an approximate version of a certain property then it contains a dense G 8 set of elements which possess that property exactly.
Without trying to discuss here what properties can be studied that way, we refer to [KI] where categorial approach is developed systematically for various spaces of dynamical systems. In a number of cases categorial approach or its modification provide the only known way to establish the existence of dynamical systems with a particular property.
Existence of ergodic billiards [KMS], [K2]
, discussion below, is a good example of such a situation.
Let P be a connected polygon in Euclidean plane ~2. The billiard flow t Bp is defined on the space Yp of all unit tangent vectors to ~2 with footpoints in P, It can be described as follows, A vector v ~ Yp with the footpoint p e P moves with the unit speed along the straight line p + vt, t E ~ until it reaches the boundary of P, then it instantly changes its direction according to the rule "the angle of incidence is equal to the angle of reflection" and continues until the next collision with the boundary and so on. If a vector hits a vertex of P, the flow is not defined after the collision.
The billiard flow thus defined preserves the Liouville measure on Yp which is the product of Lebesgue measure on P and the angular measure on the circle of directions.
The set of vectors which eventually hit a vertex of P has
Liouville measure zero so that from the point of view of ergodlc theory the billiard flow is well defined. The set of all polygons P ~ P such that the billiard flow B~ is ergodic is a dense G5 subset of P.
It is not difficult to see that the set Pmix of all P ~ P for which B~ is weakly mixing is a G~.
Conjecture.
The set Pmix is a dense G5 subset of P.
2.
Preliminaries. Statement of Results.
For any polygon P we denote by U~ the one-parameter group of unitary operators on L2(Y,u) corresponding to the billiard flow B~.
Here ~ is the (unnormalized) Liouville measure on Yp. We assume u(Yp) = IPl, which is the area of P.
The group G generated by Euclidean motions and dilations of the plane acts naturally on P and the quotient P/G can be identified with the submanlfold P of P consisting of polygons P with a distinguished vertex at the origin of ~2, the first side on the positive x-axis and IPl = 1. Clearly, dim p = 2n 4 and, because the action of G is compatible wlth the flows B~, it suffices to study those flows for P e P.
We identify the set of directions 8 on the plane with the circle A polygon P ¢ P is called almost inteGrab~e if it is homothetlcal to a polygon drawn on the lattice F.
The set PI of almost integrable polygons is dense in P. In what follows we normalize our matched polygons M by requiring that the sides a I, b I be horizontal. Then ~mlx is a dense G~ in~. respectively by identity on ~2\M. We use the same symbols for the extended L t and U t and denote by <f,g> the scalar product in L2(~2).
The flow L~ is weakly mixing if for any f ~ L2(~2) the function t ~ <utf, lMf> strongly converges in the sense of Cesaro (see [HI or [W] ) to l<f, lM>12 as Itl ~ ~. We will need the following. 
(3)
Since i<fi,IM>l = I<fl-f,IM>I < £, we have for any t I<U~fi,IMfi > -l<fi,iM>I21 > l<U~fi,IMfi>l -
I<fi,lM>I 2 > I -2£ -2C 2 .
Taking c small enough in (4) we find an index i such that ~<U~fi,IM~i> -,<fi,IM>~21 > ½ Denote (x,y) by z and (i/p,j/q) by eli. We rewrite (6) as
Denote P~f by g.
Since g is Ap,q-perlodic, for any z e M there exists u ~ Ap,q such that g(z) = g(u). Thus, for any z,z" ~ M there are u,u" g Ap,q so that 
Integrating (9) over M we obtain that for any z E M
Since g is obtained from IMf by averaging
Recalling that g = P~f we have, by (I0) and (ii)
IIP~f -<f,IM>IMZl u < £
where fI~rl u = maxl~(z) I over z ¢ B N.
Denote by It,ll the L2-norm.
If is supported on M, II~I [ ~ i[~II u and, by (12) IIP~f -<f,IM>IMIS < £.
We choose a dense in L2 ( Clearly, PI is a countable dense subset of P. The rest of the proof is analogous to the second part of the proof of Theorem 2. For P e PI we define the integers p(P) and q(P) and show that for any N the polygon P belongs to PN if p(P) and q(P) are big enough. Thus, PN is dense in P, therefore Pmix = ~ PN is a dense G 5.
ii) We can no longer vary A but if @ is irrational (with rspect to A) we can repeat the argument of i) with obvious modifications. We spare the details. 
